Track diagnostic expert system
PATER is a computer-aided decision support system for railway diagnostics. The
purpose of the software is to assist track maintenance professionals in day to day
analysis and designing tasks. The preconditions include detailed data registration,
easy accessibility, high-level graphical visualization and comparability of the
technical and inspection data.

Thus the program provides modules
to register network, infrastructural,
technical (Infrastructure database – ID)
and measurement data (Measurement
database – MD) and to keep them
up-to-date. It also provides graphical
representation of the stored data, the overall
view of track speed conditions (Traffic
safety – TS) and with special subsystems,
the planning of necessary maintenance
work (Maintenance suggestion – MS,
Technology and cost – TC, Analyses – A).

The program also helps to document
all the work done on the track. PATER
is a web application. Users can access
the system’s central database via the
internet, thus they always receive upto-date and valid data. The stored data
can be maintained according to railway
lines (tracks) and to railway management
departments defined in the database.
PATER can be easily adapted to any
technical requirements of a railway
company.

Infrastructure Data
All important and supplemental data of a
railway track are stored in a technical database. Data administration and maintenance
is controlled by access rights and policies.
With a practical filter, users can define criteria, can select and list the data they need,
either by geographical locations or by the actual date and
history of a record. Filter definitions can be saved to provide uniform and generic queries.
To ease the overall review of data, the registered technical and measurement data along a track can be visualized
on graphs and maps. The placement of the presented data
and some other properties are also displayed on the screen,
which helps to examine the measurement data as well.
The main data groups are the following:
• network data (line and track arrangement, definition of
stations, etc.);
• superstructure data (track system, rail-, sleeper- and
fastener types, etc.);
• turnouts and crossings;
• technical data (speed data, axle and traffic load data,
horizontal and longitudinal track alignment);
• objects data (bridges, tunnels, level crossings, etc.);
• facilities data (lock systems, electrification, clearance
forming, signal equipments, etc.).

MeasurEMENT Data
In the database there are measurement and
inspection data, which is stored and grouped
by several measurement parameters and
measuring systems that experts can define
and configure according to their needs.
Some examples of the configurable measuring systems are:
• track geometry measuring system;
• internal rail inspection system;
• eddy current measuring system;
• rail break inspection system;
• rail profile measuring system;
• corrugated rail wear measuring system;
• substructure inspection system.
Besides these, other measuring systems can be defined,
for example: systems for clearance, overhead connectors,
structural inspections, etc.
The measuring systems also provide data to display local track faults referenced by different measuring parame
ters. PATER can calculate generic qualifying data as well,
which contain important information about the track condition. These data are processed by the track safety module,
which determines the proposed speed values along the
track, and are used in the analysis of the state-dependant
maintenance plan.

Traffic Safety
The software records the track maintenance measurement data according to the
different measuring periods, year by year.
By this, the actual inspections can be compared to some earlier basis inspections.
Track experts can follow the temporal state
changes according to different qualification sections with
the graphical representation of several years measuring
period’s values and the improvements or decay trend
periods can be predicted as well.
The software manages the registration and the temporal
follow up of rail defects as well as the scheduling of the
necessary works in separate functions.
The follow up of the defect treatment is realized with the
registration of rail defect sections. The specified duties
(speed limit, necessary works, subsequent measurement
or inspection) related to qualified defects can be defined
for the rail defect inspection and measuring systems. On
the basis of this the software makes a proposal for the
necessary reparation works. Importing rail defect data into
the system can easily be performed and various lists can
be prepared according to the current status of the defects.
It is possible to display graphically the rail defects in a certain location, and furthermore to visualize the measuring
and inspection results on pictograms and graphs.
The software ensures possibilities for several analyses
based on the data recorded in the database. These analyses provide data for the traffic safety, work plan, techno
logy and cost modules. Speed analysis based on local
track faults can show the conformance of the applied
speed values on the track. The generic qualification data
is used to provide information about the overall conditions regarding the track speed values. This can be the
basis of a compliant maintenance plan.

Maintenance Suggestion
An additional highlighted services of the
system are the establishment of necessary
maintenance works, the monitoring of railcondition and preparation of intervention
proposals, plans accordingly. The program
provides a suggestion not only for the date
of analysis, but also for the maintenance schedule plan for
the upcoming 2-3 years. Based upon the results of measuring- and inspection systems, the program indicates the
necessity of the works of following types:
• geometric lining of the track
• screening of ballast
• rail replacement (because of rail wear, rolling contact
fatigue)
• grinding and milling of rails
• replacement of rail due to fatigue
• maintenance of structural elements (sleeper- and fastener replacement, etc.)

A work plan can be composed considering the suggested
works provided by the software based on the measurement and inspection data, in which other registered track
data (alignment, stations, turnouts, etc.) also play a role.
The temporal planning of works can be done in this function as well.

Technology and Costs
The software assists in the selection of
necessary technology for the execution of
suggested and planned works, based on
which cost estimation can be carried out.
The decision-making work is also supported by the statistical processing of network measurement data. The qualifying data of the tracks
overall conditions can be displayed according to selected
railway lines or specific organizational department areas. This data can be displayed retrospectively for many
measuring periods in the past, which represents the trend
of the track condition change.

Analyses
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As a result of combined examination opportunity of database registered data, various analyses are enabled by the system for
the decision-maker and operation levels as
well. In addition a variety of reports, statistics and queries can be prepared also in
printable format.
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